ISTACC Call 18 February 2015

- Welcome & role call
- Schedule calls moving forward
  - Proposal: every two weeks: noon UTC and 20.00 UTC)
- ICG: high-lights Singapore meeting and next steps,
- CWG Stewardship high lights Singapore and next steps
  - Are there specific ccTLD related topics? How to organise ccTLD's developing particular part of proposal?
    - (Example: Independent Appeals panel still delegations and re-delegations is still on list, ccTLD’s invited to come up with proposal)
  - Submission of Framework of Interpretation as reference document
- CCWG Accountability: high lights Singapore and next steps
  - Are there specific ccTLD related topics? ( Example: Should requirements for IAP delegation/re-delegation ccTLD’s be part of WS 1? If so, how to ensure transfer from Stewardship to Accountability?)
- Expected timelines
- Engagement ccTLD community in Work CWG Stewardship and CCWG Accountability
  - How to engage ccTLD community during processes?
  - How to engage ccTLD community in decision-making?
- Next call: 4 March 2015, 20.00 UTC
- AOB